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lyte feedings have been ell reviewed, Colic,

Ayoub Lull! Rail reviewed 32 cases of diarrhoia in
infants who had been treated with oral fluids of
big!t electrolyte content, and commented on the
danger of this type of feeding. The isolated finding

of a high C.S.F. Protein is of interest, but we have
no explanation for it; it has been reported in

association with liypernatriemia by Finebcrg. The
38 g. of protein alone would require 275 nil, of
water for excretion of the breakdown products.
A third contributory factor to this state was the

maturity of the baby. The newborn is more

susceptible to aciçlosis, as its capacity to coin-

Ilensate is diminished. It is unable to produce urine

of low p11 and probably has an impaired pfocluc-
tion of ammonia.

It is dffeuit to say which of these mechanisms
was most respoiisible. it eamm probably be safely

assumed that the excessive quantity of high protein

supplement produced the picture of uriemia and
hvpereimlormmia in this child. The biochemical

patlmwas which led to this have not been proven

hut were probably a combination of catabolism

of casein, dehydration, and renal immaturity.

A ease of reversible liyperehlora'inic ura2nna lro-
dueecl by giving high protein feeds to a prenmatitre

infant is described and th possilIc nmeciia,iismns of
its proluetiolm are discussed.

I wish to thank Professor J. K. Martin and Dr. A. S.
Stewart for their ads ice and their permission to publish
this case.
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SPECIAL ARTICLES

WHY SUCh APPIIEI]

OVER "SHOCK TREATN..

HERBERT FASCOE, BA. Sc.,

M.D., D.Psych., I SI. Thomas, On!.

IT 15 SAID that often the severest critics, and those

with the strongest bias against anything medical

treatment being no exception in society, are not

infrequently iiersons who little understand or

appreciate that which they criticize. Electrocon-

yulsive therapy ECT, or "shock treatment as it

is unfortunately labelled since the term falsely

implies harm, abuse, terror, punishment, etc. , is

Froni thi' Ontario Onvernniint Hospital. St. Thomas. thU.
fAuthor's miresent address: Univ'rsily Iiospitd, 11'.mm rtuient
of Psychiatry, Ednmotiton. .lhrta.

certainly one of the most m:'digned, least under

stood, and most feared of modern medical treat
ments. The classic text of lCalinowsky and Hoehm

remains one of tlme standard references for obtain..
ing help in learning of the historical and technical
aspects of this therapy, althon gli tremendous strides
have been made since the work was writtemi in
modifying the technique and making it more
comfortable for the patient who experiences it.

rrlle theories2 wlmieh exist today regarding the
nature of ECT and how it acconmplislies its re
sults are too involved to elaborate upon here. To

say that its action is not completely or properly
understood is an artful manner of attempting to

ayoid the admission that we do not know how it

works, for in fact we do not, although many of us

in psychiatry ai e lacking in the courage to say so.

The fact is that the treatment is nothing more
than tile passage of a small current of electricity

through the brain for one or two seconds, with the
expectation that such a stimulus, crude though it
may be, will serve to erase or modify temporary

cerebral ci sFunction respni isible for the jreseimting

mental disorder. Perhaps the effect takes place

upon enzyme systems, permeability of all iiicm-

branes, tissue oxygen levels or nptalccs, presumably

imm central regions of the brain. Ve simply do not

as vet I:mmow, mmt in properly selected eases we

assume that the electric current influences one or

other aspci. ts of cerebral metabolism. Aird3 clis-

cusses neurophysiological aspects of ECT in a

recent piper, to which interested readers are re

ferred.

ECT has its incmst striking efiect 1111011 the most

recent, acute, spoutaneousl oceurring breakdowns

most specifically psychotic depressions Lmd acute

schizophrenic attacks , and npon chronically ill

patients with acute exacerbations over and above

their "base-line" levels, it is presumed that such

illnesses embraced under the legal term insanity-

or psych mosis as we prefer to call it have their

origins in cerebral metabolic dysfunction, and] in

heir treatment we have a most useful weapon in

ECT.

Ve do not really know' for certain how acetyl-

salicylie acid relieves paul or reduces feyer, but do

not refrain from using it despite ottr ignorance. 1 lie

analogy for ECT is similar audi obvious.

As noted lefOre, "shock" is an unfortunate term

to apply to ECT, quite apart from tIme aura cli

mystery and fear associated with it by the pumln

andl many of the profession. The very word alone

suggests danger and sadistic assault in keepir1't

with the mediiryal ideas many PCI_soils 11oss's

even today regarclin,g mental illnesses. This is re

grettable, since ECT is extremely safe with little

risk involved, particularly now that sueemylchiolmto'

and allied dlrugs are being used so freely br

concomitant relaxation to niodify the inevitalllt'

grand inal convulsion.

Many pLttielmts dislike ECT, but cannot say why.

They are rendered unconscious imistantaneou!}'

eitlmer by passage of the current itself or by thi"

preceding intravenous sedative, so tlmat they e

periemlee no conscious discomfort From ECT propt

But if patients who have had ECT have a feeltmt

of antipathy towards it, who looks forward to gtmm

to the dentist to have caries drilled? WImo ltmois
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Who looks

arl to abdominal surgery' with the production

a painful sear which mviii renilucl us of our

.,,ration for weeks to come with every cough,
sneeze arid strain? What diabetic enjoys

: lliirig himself with a needle at least once a clay?

,,;tt,1iii1CS one must undergo a little more ciis-

11uofort or pain in order to he relieved of the
jrinal. If this is what happens in a mentally ill

.,rsOt1, it may be still a small price to pay for
1doration of health.

When patients state that they dislike ECT, the'

ire often hard-pressed to qualify this comment

with specific reasons and often say, `1 really don't

l,itttw why, I just don't like those treatments!" One
interesting hypothesis has been offered to explain
patients fear of ECT. Callinek' feels that the

basic anxiety characterizing man's existence in the

world is normally neutralized liv his sense of

jatoiliaritv. While awakening from ECT, rceollcc-

tions of relation to the past and ability to project

otto the future may be extremely Olscuted. The
`rnporarv disruption of ones SCI]5e of familiarity
after ECT provokes anxiety, and results in a
strong and progressively increasing fear of the
treatment. In his series of lUti patients on ECT, 07
had marked fear of the treatment, and 33 had
little hevond reasonable concern which could he
dispelled by reassu rat ice,

A patient who has had an unsuccessful cot irse of
ECT will not likely advertise this therapy in a
Iavoui-ahle light, nor will his family, if proper
explanations are not forthcoming. We can expect
similar adverse comment from a person who has
had ni expensive course of vitamin and iron "shots"
for fatigue awl lethargy, or one who has had re
peated antral lavage for "facial neuralgia" due to
a shins infection, or one who has had numerous
ens changes for headache clue to "eyestrain", or
one who has had penicillin therapy for uneompli-.
eateci corvza-if the results in all cases are not
favourable.

The patients who show the most satisfactory re
Sponse to ECT are those who are selected after
careful study uid considered Opinion as to expected
response. We make errors in the choice of such
Patients, hut are after all only human. We can,
however, say with certainty that no patient is
made worse Lv this treatment. The commonest
error is to offer a Course of this therapy to a peion
who is psychoneurotic, with some degree of dc
pression, and who has had much in the way of
other "treatments" for this long-term disorder. Such
therapy may help the depression, but mm'ill do
nothing to "shake loose" the neurotic tendencies,
Or help the patients to `snap out of" their prevail
ing neurotic traits. If there is 110 positive result,
the11 once the temporary side effects of amnesia
and confusion clear in a few clay's to a week, the
Patient is relatively unchanged. Primarily psycho
neurotic pahents who have had unsuccessful ECT
`nay claim they are worse when in fact they' are
tint, but this may be clue to their frustration and
disappointment over the result, or a sitbeonseious
desire to seek a psychological whipping-block

ipoim which to blame their continuing wretched
State of existence. On the other hand, neurotic pa
tients with hysterical tendencies may improve, hut

the element of suggestion may he an important

con tnhuting factor.

To those physicians who are yet seep heal, I
ofl'er an invitation on behalf of the psychiatric
faculty, which I know will be backed up by my
colleagues everywhere. I suggest that a brief
period of time might be spent on the admission

ward of a mental hospital, or the psychiatric ward

of a general hospital, in order to observe patients
before, during and after a course of ECT, paying

particular regard to the clay'-to-cla mental status

and to the teelmiqne of therapy. Such an observer
will, without much doubt, be most favourably im-
pressed with the simplicity of the whole proceduye,

and should feel much relieved at the absence of

any agony, brutality, "puruslinient', deep. clark

secrets and the like. It is also hoped that the
clinical results will show' the merit of this therap'.

ECT brings about a grand mal seizure, now' usually

softened with muscle relaxants. We do not feel

that the fit itself is the therapeutic agent, but

tnore likely' a side effect, which in itself is an

indication to its that the strength of the electrical

stimulus has been sufficient. If voltage is lowered

below the seizure-inducing level, a "petit mah"

seizure occurs and is of no therapeutic value.

Numerous modifications of technique have been

introduced over the ears, regarding unilateral

versus bilateral leads, gradual increment of current

strength glissando , "reverse glissandn",6 indue-

tion of petit nial first to produce unconsciousness

fohlow'cd by a grand nial seizure so as to allay

apprehension ahou t sutceinvlcliol inc apmiwa,7 and

so on. Although the use of mnttsele-relaxing agents

such as succimtvlchohitme is popular,' they have not

been conipletelv accepted for routine usage Lnid

are considerc ri controversial by some workers such

as the noted authority Kalitiowskv.tt In fact, one

recent mvorkt0 frankly suggested that depressed pa-

tients treated by "unmorlified" ECT without

muscle relaxants seemed to stay' in hospital for

a shorter period, received fewer treatments, and

were more likely to remain well than those treated

with `niodified" ECT.

It seems to matter very little how simple or how

complex the technique is made, provided that a

grand mat seizure is induced by a current of
electricity, For that matter, there is still present

an interest in the old technique of inducing comi-

vulsions mvi th pentleu etetrazol Ic trawl. Kumnora

and Paclnla'' recently discussed the use of this

traditional agent-as modhfied by snccinvlcholine,

claiming that such treatment seemed to facilitate

ensuing psychotherapy.

The number of physical treatments as opposed
to psychotherapy and the numerous environmental
therapies of a hospital treatment program I itt psi,'-

chiatry is dlecreasing. Insulin therapy is gradually
fading froni the picture-both the sub-coma and
especially the deep coma varieties, The number

of leukotomies being carried out is also dropping
sharply. in our own active 2200-bed hospital, from

a peak of 29 in 1950, the number fell to 11 in 1958,
We are left, therefore, with a multitude of drugs-
mostly ti-anqnillizers ?nd sedatives-and ECT.
ECT usage for depressions is now threatened by'
the introduction of newer antidepressant drugs,

although it will still remain a specific thcrany for
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acute schizophrenic brealcclowns, some recently
diagnosed schizophrenias, some IlOS t-partum
psychoses, and scluzophrenias in acute exacerba-
tiOiL

The reports about imipramine Tofranil, the
newest "psychic energizer" a serious misnomer,
since there is nothing to substantiate a postulated
decrease in cerebral metabolic function in dc

pressions, are exciting but not entirely conclusive.
Sloane, 1-labib and Batt'2 note that placebo therapy
in a double blind study with this drug gave as
much improvement in the first two weeks of ther
apy as did the drug proper. The onset of action is
reported to take from a few days to several weeks.
Spontaneous remission iii a hospital setting might
therefore be taking place in sonic patients despite
drug therapy. Further research may help to clarify
this point.

But rather than wait impatiently for a drug to
take effect while a patient remains ill, with con
sequent continuing attention on [lie part of staff
and the prolonging of occupation of a much-needed
hospital bed, why delay use of ECT when it is
known that this treatment is specific for the p-

tient's depressive illness, and that unprovemen t
should commence after the second to fourth treat-
ment?

Authors have reeen [lv noted the con comi tai t
use of ECT with imipramine at first, while wait
ing for tho drug to take effect. Iii such cases,
it would be hard to rule out the improvement
as being completely the result of the few ECT
sessions alone, withoul the drug having any Part
to play whatsoever. Again, it is too earls' in the
use of these drugs to draw definite conclusions.
Lehniann, Calm and cleVerteuil,13 incidentally, note
that the effects of this drug are much less spectacu
lar than [lie therapeutic action of ECT as regards
immediacy and *nitensitv of its results. Without
doubt, competitive pharmaceutical houses will

soon he bringing out their versions of inlipranune-

more effective, freer of side effects, of more rapid
onset, and so on.

CONCLUSIONS

ECT continues to lie a safe, useful, in many cases
life-saving agent, a specific in the treatment of

certain mental disorders. We do not as vet know

how it accomplishes its effects. Few of us in

practice really think of it as a type of "punish-

nient", a means of "regressing" our patients to

"infantile levels of complete dependency upon the

psychiatrist father figure", as do some of our more

analytically oriented colleagues, nor do we see it

as producing any "death-rebirth" phenomenon, nor

do we use it to "shock persons back into their

senses" Or `knoek crazy ideas" out of patients'

heads. It is simply a means of altering cerebral

function to a more favourable level, and in properly

selected cases, improvement is quick to appear.

The breach between psychiatry and other

branches of medicine is ever-present, but hope

fully narrowing with time. To close it, we will

require. continuing liLu'son in every possible wa,

and one of these is through mutual exchange of

ideas regarding elucidation of scope of treatment,

policies and attitudes. In this regard, an attempt

Can:ul. M. A. j.
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has been made to reveal and clarify the nature
of what remains one of the useful physical treat.
ments we have at our disposal in psychiatr. It is
hoped that many fears have been dispelled as a
result, and mutual unclers tanning rnigh I. tI ieMV
have been significantly improved.

I acknowledge lii? gratitude to Miss Gladys Little fur li
help in the preparation of this manuscript.
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V1nEs1'nE:o i'vnr.rc acceptance of the government's

prepzticl hospital scheme antI the general success

of the plan make it likely that within the not-too-

distant future scnnething similar will be IroPosetl
in respect of doctors' services. What effect this

would have on the fabric of practice in Canada

and on the patient-doctor relationship is already

a heated topic of medical dehate. In the shadow

of these developments, it was felt that a study

of general Practice in which insured patients

and private patients were appi-oxilna tcly equal,

both ntunericdly and in social composition,

would be of value a this time to the profession

as a whole. The purpose of thefl study was to coni-

pare and contrast the demands of the two groups

upon the practltioner serving them.

The insured patients under consideration were

enrolled with a comprehensive prepaiti program

that has been operating for over 20 years. It is a

plan that provides coverage for all medical and

surgical services, including diagnostic radiology,

and no liniit is set upon the number of consulta

tions a subscriber may seek or on his freedom to

change from doctor to doctor. It is operated vitliiu

a fee-for-service framework, and [lie subscriber

population in the area is dense enough for profit

able study 40-50.
The practice und'r consideration is a busy otie

in a town and nual community of about 6000

people, and I joined it for a `ear in june 1953.

The period chosen for analysis was the 12 months

imninedia[ely precedhing my association with it.
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